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We have introdued reently a model for the evolution
of a sexual transmitted disease where the soial behavior
is inorporated by means of what we all the promis-
uity variable[1℄, i.e. the daily probability of an agent
to dismiss its permanent mate and go out to look for a
sexual interourse. The dynamis is of the SIR type: a
suseptible (S) agent an beome infeted (I) after a sex-
ual interourse with an infetious one, with probability
β (the per sexual ontat probability of get infeted by
an infetious agent). The infeted individuals remain in-
fetious for a period τ , when they are removed (R) by
death. The system will model the dynami network of
soial ontats, where eah element of the network is on-
sidered as a sexually ative subjet. The soial behavior
element is inluded via the promisuity and the fration
of singles. In priniple, individuals are grouped in ouples
and additionally a ontrolled proportion of singles, (ρs),
is onsidered. The variable pi, alled the promisuity,
is what determines an individual's tendeny to dismiss
his/her mate and go out or just to go out in the ase of
the singles to look for an oasional interourse; more
preisely pi is the probability of trying to meet an o-
asional partner on eah interourse opportunity or time
step of the simulation (whih, for the sake of simpliity,
we take as a day). The pi's are randomly taken from a
hosen distribution and assigned to eah individual; we
start with a semi-Gaussian distribution of width equal to
pˆ, but we will ompare later others distributions. Those
who happened to go out hose a partner at random and if
the latter happened to go out too, the oasional ouple
is made. Therefore there is no soial struture a priori.
The web of ontats is onstruted dynamially during
the simulation depending on the perentage of singles
and the population promisuity. Most of the results are
for the homosexual ase, but we onsidered the hetero-
sexual ase too. The details of the simulation are given
in [1℄, and the main result of this model an be expressed
in the following relation, relating the four parameters of
the model at the epidemi transition:
pˆ2
c
βτ = 0.36, 0.48, 0.65
respetively for
ρs = 0, 0.5, 1
where pˆ is a per day probability, β is a per interourse
probability, and τ is in days. This relation gives us the
following values for the mean promisuity at the ritial
point: 0.025, 0.029, and 0.034, respetively for the three
values of ρs, and for β = 1 and τ = 1yr.
Some authors [2, 3, 4℄ have pointed to the onnetion
between epidemis and perolation. In our ase there
is no network a priori, no topology with xed links be-
tween nodes (agents); instead, the sexual network is on-
tinuously built and destroyed as time goes by, depending
upon the individual promisuity, that are ontrolled by
the promisuity distribution, and the fration of singles.
Therefore the threshold an be understood as a dynami
perolation. This is supported not only by the sharp
transition of the asymptoti number of death at the rit-
ial promisuity value, but by the divergene of the time
needed to get that asymptoti number of death (remem-
ber that there is no other ause of death in the present
model) at the same promisuity value, as an be seen
in Fig. 1. All of this has a strong resemblane with a
perolation transition.
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FIG. 1: Relaxation time as a funtion of average promisuity
for ρs = 0, for β = 1 and τ = 1yr.
In the lassial implementation of the SIR model
(see [5℄), the dynamis of the suseptible, infetious, and
removed lasses is governed by the following ordinary
nonlinear equations:
ds
dt
= −ris,
di
dt
= ris− ai,
dr
dt
= ai
where r is the infetious rate and a is the removal rate
per unit time; r an be expressed as the produt of β and
c, the mean number of sexual ontat per unit time, and
a is the inverse of the infetious time τ . The onset of
the epidemi happens when the basi reprodutive num-
ber R0 = βτc is equal to 1. Therefore it is interesting
to ompare the threshold and the number of asymptoti
death of the standard fully mixed model with the present
results. In the former ase we have to resort on numerial
integration to solve the equations above. We do this up
to a time were no new suseptible get infeted (in pra-
tie when dS < 1/N) and we plot the nal number of
removed agents against the average number of individual
sexual ontat per unit time, assuming that β = 1 and
τ = 1yr. The results are plotted in Fig 2 together with
the predition of our model. In order to do the ompar-
ison we have obtained from the simulations the relation
between the average promisuity and the average num-
ber of ontats per unit time (the latter depends almost
quadratially on the former one).
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FIG. 2: Asymptoti perentage of removed agents as a fun-
tion of the average number of ontats per year, for three
dierent values of ρs Comparison with the numerial solution
of the fully mixed SIR model (β = 1 day−1, τ = 1 yr). Sim-
ulations are made with 100000 subjets and 100 realizations.
Comparing them we see that the threshold predited
by the numeri solution of our model is onsiderably
lower, possibly due to the eet of utuation that the
uniformly mixed SIR model does not take into aount.
Moreover, the divergene between the latter and simu-
lations inreases when ouples got into the sene. This
more sophistiated version speed up the epidemi [1℄, so
we onlude that the epidemi dynamis, in general, an
not be redued to take the average number of ontats
as the only relevant parameter; as for our results, ρs for
example, is a relevant parameter too, and all of this re-
infore the idea of using simulation as the appropriated
tehnique to study epidemis.
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FIG. 3: Asymptoti perentage of removed agents as a fun-
tion of the mean promisuity of the population 〈p〉 for sev-
eral promisuity distributions. Parameters are: τ = 1yr and
β = 1day−1. Numerial results obtained with 100000 sub-
jets, 100 realization, and for ρs = 1 ase (all singles).
The results summarized in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are for a
semi-Gaussian distribution of promisuity, so the natural
question is How sensitive to the hoie of distribution
are the results presented here? In Fig. 3 we plot the
results for a delta (pi = onstant) and a uniform distri-
bution together with the semi-Gaussian distribution, all
of them normalized to the orresponding mean promis-
uity 〈p〉. We an see in Fig. 3 that the uniform and
the semi-Gaussian distributions present almost the same
threshold, while the delta distribution has its threshold
slightly shifted to a larger promisuity, due to the absene
of heterogeneity. In the other hand we have previously
shown [1℄ that a power law distribution more appropri-
ated to the real word [6℄, produe a ontrary eet: a
threshold shifted to a smaller promisuity value. Never-
theless even in this latter ase it is a weak eet, so we
onlude that irrespetive of the distribution of promisu-
ity, that in turn governs the distribution of ontats, the
mean value is the most relevant measurements to mark
the onset of the epidemi, while other moments (espe-
ially the standard deviation) seem not to be important,
in ontradition with reent disussions [7, 8, 9℄.
A nal word about the solution of the fully mixed las-
sial implementation of the SIR model: generally speak-
ing it is said that the limitation of this approah ame
from the fully mixed assumption and from assigning the
same value of infetivity, and the same number of per
year ontats to all individuals. However, apart from
that limitations, there is one that omes rst, it ames
from the method of solution that assumes the population
as ontinuous quantities without utuations. Let's see:
if we take the delta distribution, i.e. the same promis-
uity for all agents, we have the model in the ondition
desribed above: eah agent takes a potential partner at
random from the whole population, so it is indeed fully
mixed, and the parameters p, β, and τ are the same for
everybody. However if we ompare the urve of the las-
sial SIR model solution of Fig. 2 with the results for
the delta distribution in Fig. 3 the dierenes are ob-
vious. Not only the threshold is overestimated by the
lassial approximation, the simulation predits a sharp
transition separating the no epidemi region from the epi-
demi one with no survivors at all. We emphasize that,
apart from the limitation of the model, we are omparing
here the exat solution of it (simulations) with an on-
tinuous -approximated- solution of the same model (the
ODE equations)
So far we have assumed an heterogeneous population
in terms of the promisuity, but homogeneous on all of
other respets, more appropriated for a gay ommunity
for example. What happens if we onsider a heterosexual
population? Taking the all married ase version, but now
50% males and 50% females, we have the same output
as for the homosexual ase, as an be observed in Fig. 4.
The point is that even when we have two subgroups in the
population there is no asymmetry (the same promisuity
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FIG. 4: Asymptoti perentage of removed agents as a fun-
tion of mean population promisuity 〈p〉. Numerial result
obtained with 100000 subjet and 100 realization for ρs = 0
ase. Heterosexual and homosexual ases are displayed with
symbols for eah realization; the line is an average over them.
distribution, infetivity and,τ for all agents, whether they
are males or females) so the results is no surprising. If we
broke the symmetry we would expet a dierent behavior
between the hetero and homo ases as we plan to study
in the near future.
Summarizing we have presented some results for the
spread of sexual transmitted diseases, based on a model
that takes into aount the soial behavior. The model
predits a threshold ondition quite dierent that what
the lassial SIR models predit. The onset of the epi-
demi is assoiated in the present model with a pero-
lation threshold of a dynamial kind, beause there is
no stati network of ontat. The present model gives a
diret onnetion between disease and soial parameters
and the outbreak threshold, whih is quantitative equiv-
alent to a basi reprodutive number R0 = 0.64, for the
singles ase (0.4 for the all married ase), muh lower
than that of the fully mixed model predition (R0 = 1).
On the other hand we have shown that the onset of epi-
demi depends mainly on the average number of ontat,
but seems to be independent of the exat form of the dis-
tribution, in opposition to reent analysis that inlude
the seond moment in the basi reprodutive number of
heterogeneous populations. Finally the threshold is sen-
sitive to the fration of singles, and this an have impor-
tant onsequenes in modeling real data.
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